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Abstract
For a design D, de#ne spec(D)={|M | |M is a minimal de#ning set of D} to be the spectrum
of minimal de#ning sets of D. In this note we give bounds on the size of an element in spec(D)
when D is a Steiner system. We also show that the spectrum of minimal de#ning sets of the
Steiner triple system given by the points and lines of PG(3; 2) equals {16; 17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22},
and point out some open questions concerning the Steiner triple systems associated with PG(n; 2)
in general. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A block design D=(V; B) is a pair consisting of a set V of v points and a set of
b k-subsets (blocks) chosen from V in such a way that every element of V occurs
in exactly r blocks. If every subset of t elements of V belongs exactly to t blocks,
the design is called a t-design. Let |V |= v and denote the parameters of a t-design by
t-(v; k; t). A design with t =1 is known as a Steiner system, often written S(t; k; v).
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A design is said to be simple if it has no repeated blocks and incomplete if k¡v. In
this note, only simple incomplete block designs will be considered.
Denition 1.1. Let T1 be a collection of m blocks of a design D. If there exists a
collection T2 of m k-subsets of V such that T1 and T2 contain precisely the same
t-subsets, then T1 and T2 are said to be mutually t-balanced. If T1 and T2 are disjoint
then (T1; T2) is a (v; k; t) trade of volume m. The single collection T1 is often referred
to as a trade. The foundation of the trade, found(T1), is the set of elements of V
covered by T1. A trade is minimal if it does not properly contain a trade.
For example, the 2-(7; 3; 1) design F (the Fano plane), with blocks 124, 235, 346,
457, 561, 672, 713, contains 7 trades of volume 4. Each trade of volume 4 (Pasch trade)
consists of the four blocks from F which omit one point. Thus the collection of blocks
T1= {124; 156; 235; 346} which omit the element 7 trades with T2= {125; 146; 324; 356}.
De:ning sets were introduced in 1990 [6] and are strongly related to trades.
Denition 1.2. A set of blocks which is a subset of a unique t-(v; k; t) design D is a
de:ning set of that design, denoted by d(t-(v; k; t)) or d(D). A de#ning set is minimal,
denoted by dm(D), if it does not properly contain a de#ning set of D, smallest, denoted
by ds(D), if no de#ning set of D has fewer blocks, and largest minimal, denoted by
d‘(D), if no minimal de#ning set of D has more blocks.
Theorem 1.3 (K. Gray [5]). Let D be a t-(v; k; t) design, with trades T1; T2; : : : ; Tn
and S⊆B. Then S is a de:ning set of D if and only if S∩Ti = ∅ for each i=1; : : : ; n.
For example, for the Fano Plane F , any set of three blocks with no common element
is a smallest de#ning set.
Theorem 1.4 (K. Gray [5]). Let D=(V; B) be a t-(v; k; t) design, with a subdesign
E=(W;C), and let S⊆B. If S is a de:ning set of D then S∩C is a de:ning set of E.
Finally, we de#ne the spectrum of minimal de#ning sets of a design D by
Denition 1.5.
spec(D)= {|M | |M is a minimal de#ning set of D}:
Call h a hole in spec(D) if there exists no minimal de#ning set of D with cardinality
h but there exist minimal de#ning sets of D with cardinalities both larger and smaller
than h. If spec(D) does not contain a hole, then it is said to be continuous.
Again, for example, in the Fano Plane F , spec(F)= {3}.
It is of interest to know for which designs the spectrum of minimal de#ning sets is
continuous, or whether it is in fact continuous for all designs. In Section 2 we give
bounds on the sizes of dm(D) and dl(D) for Steiner systems, but these bounds are
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certainly not tight. In Section 3 we determine the spectrum of minimal de#ning sets of
P3, the Steiner triple system of points and lines in the projective geometry PG(3; 2).
In Section 4 we improve on the bounds for the spectrum of minimal de#ning sets of
the Steiner triple systems associated with projective geometries PG(n; 2) and suggest
some open questions relating to them.
2. Bounding sizes of minimal dening sets in Steiner systems
Implicit in the work of K. Gray [6] is the following result.





The following lemma will be used to determine an upper bound on the size of a
minimal de#ning set of a Steiner system.
Lemma 2.2. If T is a set of blocks containing a (t − 1)-subset precisely once, then
T is not a (v; k; t) trade.
Proof. Let  be a block containing a (t − 1)-subset that occurs uniquely in T . If T ′
is a set of blocks that trade with T , then T ′ must contain the block  and hence T
cannot be a trade.
For t=2, this implies that, in a trade of s blocks, each element in the foundation
must occur at least twice. Also because the complement (with respect to the foundation)
of a trade is a trade, no element can occur in precisely s− 1 blocks.





( kt−1 ) + 1
: (2)
Proof. Let M be a minimal de#ning set of D and write B=M ∪R. There is no trade
contained in R itself so, for any block ∈M , there is a trade including  contained in
the blocks of R∪{}. Let Q be the set of all blocks ∈R such that there is a trade
in {}∪R containing  for some ∈M . We can now write R=Q∪L.
(i) It is immediate from Lemma 2.2 that R contains each (t−1)-subset at least once.
(ii) If W1 and W2 are (t − 1)-subsets that occur precisely once each in Q then, by
Lemma 2.2 and the fact that t =1, they cannot be contained in the same block.
(iii) If W is a (t − 1)-subset contained in R, then either W occurs in Q or all t−1
occurrences of W are in L.
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It is now just a matter of counting the minimum number of blocks required to satisfy
these three conditions. Let w be the number of (t − 1)-subsets occurring in R but not
Q, q= |Q| and l= |L|.








By (i) and (ii), the number of (t− 1)-subsets that occur once in the blocks of Q is at
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( kt−1 ) + 1
:
Combining Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, we obtain the following bounds on the size of an
element in the spectrum of minimal de#ning sets of a Steiner system.










( kt−1 ) + 1
:
For instance, if D is an STS(15) and x∈spec(D), then the preceding theorem tells
us that 76x627. There are precisely 80 non-isomorphic STS(15) (see [8,1]) and the
sizes of their smallest de#ning sets have been determined by Ramsay [10] as 11, 12,
13, 14 or 16 in every case, so the lower bound is certainly too low. Among these triple
systems, the only largest minimal de#ning set that we know is that of P3, the STS(15)
based on points and lines of PG(3; 2) and in this case the size of the set is 22 (see
[3]). It appears that the bounds of Theorem 2.4, though interesting, are not tight.
In Section 3 we look in more detail at the spectrum of minimal de#ning sets of P3
and in Section 4 at bounds for sizes of de#ning sets of Pn in general.
3. The spectrum of minimal dening sets of P3
We take the set of elements of P3 to be V= {0; : : : ; 9; a : : : ; e}. P3 is a cyclic design
containing two orbits of 15 blocks each, and one short orbit of #ve blocks. Using
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Table 1
Minimal de#ning sets of P3
Set Blocks
M16a A : 0; : : : ; 14; B : 0
M16b A : 0; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 11; 12; 13; 14; B : 8; 9; 12
M17 A : 0; 2; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 13; 14; B : 8; 9; 11; 14; C : 2
M18 A : 2; 3; 4; 9; 10; 11; B : 1; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 12; C : 0; 1; 2; 3
M19 A : 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 11; 12; B : 0; 1; 2; 3; 5; 6; 8; 9; 10; 11
M20 A : 0; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 13; B : 0; 1; 3; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10; 11; C : 0; 1; 2; 3
M21 A : 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 7; 9; B : 0; 1; 3; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10; 11; C : 0; 1; 2; 3
M22 A : 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; B : 0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 8; 9; 10; 11; C : 0; 1; 2; 3
starter blocks 014, 028 and 05a respectively, and the permutation '=(01 : : : 9a : : : e),
the 35 blocks of P3 are written as follows:
Ai = 'i(014); Bi = 'i(028); Ci = 'i(05a); 06i614;
where Ci =Ci+5 =Ci+10, for 06i64. P3 contains exactly 15 Fano (hyper)planes Fi
given by
Fi: AiAi+1Ai+4BiBi+2Bi+8Ci
on the points 'i(012458a), for 06i614. The 15 point sets of the hyperplanes form a
symmetric 2-(15; 7; 3) design.
We now show that spec(P3)= {16; 17; 18; 19; 20; 21; 22}, so it is continuous. Table 1
gives a minimal de#ning set of P3 of each possible cardinality, and two non-isomorphic
examples of cardinality 16. Here A : 0; : : : ; 14 denotes {Ai | i=0; : : : ; 14}, and so on.
First we show that dl(P3)= 22.
Theorem 3.1 (Gower [3]). Consider the Steiner triple system Pn of order 2n+1 − 1
which is isomorphic to the point-line design of PG(n; 2) for n¿2. Let H be a set of
n+1 hyperplanes of PG(n; 2) for n¿2, such that no point of PG(n; 2) is common to
all these hyperplanes. The set of hn blocks of Pn which correspond to the set of lines

















Gower’s construction yields a minimal de#ning set of 22 blocks for P3, listed in
Table 1 as M22. We show that this is in fact a largest minimal de#ning set of P3.
Lemma 3.2. No minimal de:ning set of P3 contains 23 or more blocks.
Proof. Let M23 be a minimal de#ning set with 23 blocks in P3 and let N be the set of
12 blocks of P3 outside M23. Then N does not contain a trade and, since M23 is minimal,
for any ∈M23, N ∪{} does contain a trade. The block intersection graph G of P3
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is strongly regular with parameters srg(35; 18; 9; 9) in which each edge is contained in
exactly two Pasch trades. An easy counting argument shows that N contains at least
23×3=2=35 edges of G.
Using an exhaustive backtrack program, all trade-free 12-subsets of blocks with at
least 35 edges of G have been generated. However, in each case, a block could be
added to N without generating a trade, contradicting minimality. Repeating the search
for 13 blocks instead of 12, the program generated 840 good sets, all isomorphic and
all leading to the geometric solution M22 found by Gower. Hence |dl(P3)|=22.
We now outline the proof that dm(P3)= 16; see [9].
Lemma 3.3. The cardinality of a de:ning set d(P3) is at least 15.
Proof. By Theorem 1.4, if a set S is a de#ning set of P3, then S∩Fi must be a
de#ning set of Fi for each i. That is, S∩Fi must contain three blocks of Fi which have
no common element. Since every block of P3 occurs in three of the subplanes, the
cardinality of a de#ning set d(P3) is at least 15.
A lengthy but straightforward argument then shows that if P3 has a de#ning set
S with only 15 blocks, these must be the blocks of one of the cycles of length
15. This argument depends on proving #rst, that each element must be contained
in precisely three blocks of S, and then on the observation that all three of these
blocks must not occur together in any one of the Fano planes. The fact that the au-
tomorphism group of P3 is block transitive greatly reduces the number of cases that
must be checked. Finally, any cycle of length 15 forces the blocks of the cycle of
length 5, and can then be completed in precisely two ways, one isomorphic to P3
and the other to the Pasch-free STS(15). Any block from the second cycle of length
15 gives a smallest de#ning set of P3 with 16 blocks; in Table 1, M16a is such an
example.
In P3, there are two non-isomorphic sets of three pairwise disjoint parallel classes
of blocks. One of these completes in precisely two ways and a single block can be
added to form a smallest de#ning set, listed in Table 1 as M16b. These are the only
examples of smallest de#ning sets that we know at present.
To complete the proof that the spectrum of minimal de#ning sets is continuous, we
list in Table 1 a minimal de#ning set of each cardinality from 17 to 21. These sets
were found as follows; see [4]. A set M of m blocks was chosen which intersected all
trades of volume 4; that is, for each Fano plane Fi, M ∩Fi was a de#ning set of Fi.
Furthermore, if any block of M was removed, this condition was no longer satis#ed.
Thus if M was a de#ning set, it was a minimal de#ning set. A completion program
of Delaney [2] was initially used to check that M was indeed a de#ning set, and the
computation was then shortened by showing that M forced the blocks of M16a and
hence of P3.
We note that M18 was constructed using a smallest de#ning set of the 2-(15,7,3) de-
sign associated with PG(3; 2). From the 2-subspaces of this design, K. Gray and Street
[7] found a smallest de#ning set containing nine blocks. The pairwise intersections of
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these blocks give ( 92 )= 36 blocks of P3, some of which may be repeated. M18 consists
of the 18 blocks which occur precisely once.
4. Bounds on the spectrum of minimal dening sets of Pn
Denote by Pn the STS(2n − 1) formed by the points and lines of the projective
geometry PG(n; 2).
The lines of P4 form #ve orbits, modulo 31, based on the following starter blocks.
0 3 23 0 5 7 0 6 15 0 10 14 0 18 19
Since the #rst three orbits of blocks, together with two blocks from the remaining orbits,
namely 0 4 21 and 0 12 30, form a minimal de#ning set, we have 95∈spec(P4).
Under the automorphism (0; 1; : : : ; 30)(31; 32; : : : ; 61)(62), the lines of P5 form 21
orbits of length 31 each, based on 21 starter blocks. The following 13 31-orbits form
a minimal de#ning set.
0 3 5 0 12 20 0 17 18 0 31 33 0 32 53 0 40 48 0 42 60
0 45 46 0 49 55 0 50 43 0 54 57 0 56 61 0 59 62
The remaining eight 31-orbits, based on the following starter blocks, complete the
design.
0 4 25 0 15 22 0 34 38 0 35 44 0 36 47 0 37 52 0 39 51 0 41 58
Thus 403∈spec(P5).
We generalise the argument of Lemma 3.3.




2n − 1 mn
⌉
:
Proof. The bound follows from the fact that Pn+1 contains 2n+2−1 subsystems Pn with
each block of Pn+1 contained in exactly 2n − 1 subsystems Pn.
Since m3 = 16, we obtain m4¿71 and m5¿299 from Theorem 4.1, whereas the
general bound of Theorem 2.4 gives only m4¿15 and m5¿31.

















Proof. This bound follows immediately from Theorem 3.1.
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Again we obtain ‘4¿115 and ‘5¿530, from Theorem 4.1. The general bound of
Theorem 2.4 gives ‘46139 and ‘56619.
We conjecture that the bound of Theorem 4.1 is in fact tight, and that the spectra
of minimal de#ning sets in Pn are continuous for all n. The precise size mn of the
smallest de#ning set ds(Pn) is an interesting open problem.
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